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DS25
DS25 takes the fundamental relationship between bodies and architecture as the starting point for 
unabashed speculation through filmic representations and haptic forms of making. The studio deals 
with ‘Body Architecture’ by utilizing the concept of ‘Body Agents’, which can be described as figural 
representations that serve to explore architectural possibilities, as well as offering up non-informative 
ideas of the body in architecture. At the start of the design process was a requirement to select four 
‘ingredients’ that would catalyse initial design explorations - two ‘Figure Precedents’, a ‘Material’ and a 
‘Verb’.
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Italian surrealist artist born in Greece. Was known as the founder 
of the metaphysical art movement which was art resulting from 
surrealism.

His work was characterised by illogical perspectives featuring eerie 
looking roman arcades with long shadows, as well as an odd jux-
taposition of objects such as the torso of a statue next to a bunch 
of bananas or a massive glove next to the head of a statue.

 A lot of his works also heavily featured mannequins which always 
seemed to be in delicate balance, supported by ‘scaffolding’ or 
seats.
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\Giorgio De Chirico

Compiled a book in the 70s called 5 Architects.

They were probably the first ‘starchitects’ around, with their list of 
clients involving a host of Hollywood stars as well as Eisenman 
making appearances in Vanity Fair. Nicknamed ‘The Whites’ as 
their work featured mostly all white buildings.

Although they were never an official architecture group, the one 
thing they had in common was the belief that purity of architectural 
form was more important than function or societal concerns.

\the New York Five
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In creating a hybrid, the goal 
was to bring key elements from 
both worlds - what would it look 
like if the surreal objects from De 
Chirico’s works began to gain 
sentience and inhabit modern-
ist archictecture such as that 
which was pioneered by the 
New York Five architects? This 
would serve as the primary ba-
sis for a narrative.
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The narrative thus follows - there exists 3 worlds - Canvas Land, 
or the land where De Chirico’s paintings reside, Mile End, the land 
of unorthodox architecture, and, somewhere where the two worlds 
meet, Isle End, a fictional land which imposes De Chirico’s paintings 
on the inhabitants of Mile End. The winged buildings are fragments 
of architecture seeking to bring the inhabitants of Canvas Land 
back to Mile End.

CANVAS 
LAND

MILE
END

The Inhabitants
Canvas Land,like most worlds, exhibits a social heirarchy. The objects in the world 
are separated into classes based on senses, with the elite being those who possess 
the gift of sight. This is ironically reflective of visual bias in architecture, where sight is 
prioritized over the senses of touch, taste,smell and sound

The Environments
The environments are characterised by  deserted Roman Arcades, weird perspec-
tives, an odd juxtaposition of different objects, and notably, long shadows. These 
combine to create a feeling of melancholy.
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\About Canvas Land
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\About Mile End

During World War II, the Tower Hamlets region suffered heavy damage following the 
Blitzkreig, and as such, several houses were left in a state of disrepair. This led to the 
birth of present day Mile End Park, a park created on the site of the previously raided 
houses.

2

\creating Isle End - Seeing the world 
through the eyes of the mannequins
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Isle
End

Welcome
 to

A journey through the site is a re-reading of it through the eyes of De Chirico’s mannequins. As you enter 
the site at (1), you are met with the houses of the surrounding area. These begin to merge with the roman 
arcades which are a signature part of De Chirico’s world. Progressing through the site leads one to the top 
of the ziggurat (2), which is now the site of more arcades and statues relaxing in its serenity. Proceeding 
down  leads one towards the canal. The canal boats become the set for lovers, as they are transformed 
into gondolas that lead to the train line at the farther end of the site (3). Distant trains served as the back-
frop for most of De Chirico’s paintings, and that is the same here.
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gardens
of
isle
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\creating Isle End - Seeing the world 
through the eyes of the mannequins
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Isle End is a re-imagination of Mile End if Mile End were to be altered by the presence of the mannequins. 
At the entrance of the site (1) the surrounding houses form the back drop. As one progresses through the 
site, these houses are transformed into roman arcades which are a signature part of De Chirico’s world.
The platform (2) becomes the new waiting point for passengers waiting to board the train (3), which rep-
resents the trainline that runs through the actual site.

123
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creating
a
monument

1 2

3 4

Having transformed the site, the mannequins create a monument in which to settle.

(1) By using a canvas as a base of work, I recreate characteristics of De Chirico’s paintings. This represents Canvas Land. This is populated by 
mannequins as well as the typical roman arcades and long shadows.

(2), (3) and (4) show the gradual development of architecture on Canvas Land. The architectural language is developed through an analysis of 
modernist archetypes found in the works of Peter Eisenmann and other members of the New York Five.

\building the monument 
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\monument design

The design was developed through analysing a series of 
De Chirico’s paintings and merging the evocative aspects 
such as shadows and illogical perspectives with the style of 
the New York Five architecture. The process is developed 
through combining fragments of both ideals to create the 
monument.
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\Becoming one with the monument

The brief set out was to consider the merging of the ingredi-
ents. In this case, I ocnsidered the literally fusing of the man-
nequins with the architecture, and how that could create 
unique spaces. Unlike man, the mannequins may physically 
become one with the space as they attach themselves to 
the building for mobility and sustenance.

Man attaching to building Mannequin attaching to building
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end
of
part
one

\Becoming one with the monument

The mannequin and the monument begin to become one as 
their fragments intertwine. The mannequin, without arms  or 
stability (as evidenced by its use of scaffolding for support) 
embeds itself into the fabric of the monuments architecture 
to ensure its survival. Situating the monument on Mile End Park
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part
two

\Attachment and Memory

1
2

3

In part one, I explored the notion of the mannequin being 
a weak body, as portrayed by its lack of arms and reliance 
on structural elements for support. As such, it attempts to 
merge its being with the more dependable house it ensure 
its survivability. 
 
(1) Over time, the mannequin evolves into an almost cybor-
gian entity, as it begins to embbed itself into the  very fabric 
of the structure as shown in the spacio-temporal drawing.

(2)In a sense, the human body is also a reflection of fragility 
and reliance on architecture for survival. To paraphrase the 
artist Stelarc, the human body is weak - it cannot survive 
without food for days, or without air for seconds. Like the 
mannequins, we must attach ourselves to the architecture,  
in the form of stairs perhaps, in order to change levels in 
space, 

(3) However, it is not a physical attachment. Human beings 
can not (or  perhaps should not) physically attach body parts 
to a building to navigate space. However, we can attach, or 
embed, our memories into particular parts of the building.

 The building then becomes a memory bank, and in itself, a 
rehabilitation facility for those suffering from a lack of mem-
ory retention. The mannequins embedded into the building 
at different parts of can thus serve as memory triggers for 
its users.
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\The Art of Memory

I took inspiration from an ancient story about the Greek lyric poet Simonides. As a re-
nowned figure in his field, he was invited to house of a wealthy nobleman by the name of 
Scopas, where he would honour him by devoting a poem to his name. However, as it was 
customary, Simonides dedicated the second half of his poet to the Greek gods Castor and 
Pollux. 

As a result, a livid Scopas decided he would only pay half the amount he initially intended. 
Simonides was then summoned outside by two mysterious messengers. No sooner had 
he walked out of the hall when the building collapsed on all who remained at the banquet, 
crushing and killing them instantly. Not only that, but they had become so disfigured from 
the incident that their loved ones could not make out who was who from the crowd of 
bodies. 

However, Simonides was able to list every single one of them, by order at which they were 
sat at the table. It follows that he had a system of remembering things whereby he could 
place memory into objects (or as he called them, memory loci) and the arrangements 
would preserve the order of the facts of the memory.

Architecture can act as a memory loci - its materials, arrangements and forms all store 
memory and this memory can be placed in different areas as desired by its user.
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78

I then created a mood baord based off various principles extracted 
from the book The Art of Memory, by Francis Yates. This served as a 
basis for the types of spaces I would create.
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the
solution

the
problem

4. temporal lobe
Deals with aspects of 
memory

1. Invention 
The process of developing and refining your arguments

2. Disposition
The process of arranging and organizing your arguments 
for maximum impact.

3. Elocution 
The process of determining how you present your argu-
ments

4. Memory 
The process of learning and memorizing your speech so 
you can deliver it without the use of notes

5. Delivery 
The process of practicing how you deliver your speech 
using gestures, pronunciation, and tone.

1
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3
4
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1. FRONTAL LOBE
The part of the brain that 
deals with creativity and 
problem solving

3.occipital LOBE
Style. This part deals with 
the visual aspects such as 
reading and recognising.

5. Cerebellum
Deals with precise move-
ments and balance of 
senses.

2. parietal LOBE
Arrangement. Deals with 
organising and intepreting 
sensory information

The five rhetorics of memory are a summary of a tech-
nique of memory and retention attributed to the ancient 
Greek lyricist Simonides. I theorise that an architecture 
that embodies these five steps could help rehabiliate 
people with forms of memory loss, such as Alzheimers. 

I attribute the five rhetorics to the five major parts of the 
brain, and if each part of the brain is stimulated by its cor-
responding rhetoric throughout the architecture, it stand-
sto believe that perhaps one’s memory could be trained 
and improved in such a fashion.

design
concept

\The Five Rhetorics of Memory

INVENTIon

disposition

elocution

delivery

memory

\Addressing memory loss

In 1901 life expectancy was 45 years 
for men and 49 years for women 
(The Kings Fund, 2015). By 2012 
this had increased to 79.2 years 
for men and 83.3 years for women, 
and this is expected to rise further 
by 2032 to 83.3 years for men and 
to 86.8 years for women (The Kings 
Fund, 2015).

As a result of an increasingly aged 
population, which continues to rise 
(Qiu, Kivipelto and von Strauss, 
2009; Sauer et al., 2014; Wang,  Xu 
and Pei, 2012; Sheehan, 2006), it is 
important to include the needs of the 
older generation through the built en-
vironment, such as caring for people 
with memory loss.

79yrs

82yrs

45yrs

49yrs

2012

1900

Care homes were found to have striking similarities with the old fashioned asy-
lums. They are similar in both external appearances as well as internal layout 
and architectural features. Long corridors with multiple doors is a similar design 
feature between the asylums and modern day care homes.

asylums care homes

1

2

3

1. Gardens
Juhani Pallasma once described a walk through a forest as invigorating and healing 
due to the constant interaction of all sensual modalities. One’s sense of reality is 
strengthened and articulated by this constant interaction. Architecture should be 
an extension of nature into the man made realm and the presence of gardens will 
be of great help for those who suffer from forms of memory loss.
2. Wandering paths and materials
Most affected with memory loss have a strong urge to wander. In Casa Barragan, 
you go through a little door and each space you move into looks unto a new bit 
of graden. So you have a sesnse of wandering aimlessly but then you walk into a 
room and realise its the same one you’ve been in but come through from a different 
direction. its a nice sense of coming back unto yourself.
3. Activities
Community and creative activities such as art and reading are very important to 
helping people with memory loss and is a key consideration
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The site is located on the south west side of mile end 
park, using the Mile End station as a reference point. Gar-
dens and nature are a crucial part in rehabilitating people 
with memory loss as they indulge one’s senses. The site 
is rich with trees and wildlife, as well as footpaths running 
through it.

On the west side is a canal that separates the residential 
blocks from the park, and it is important to be within dis-
tance in order to more easily forge a community.
 
The initial building stategy was to have a semi-private 
zone that caters for those undergoing rehabilitation, whilst 
there would be a publicly accessible area for visitors to 
the site.

1 1.SEMI PRIVATE2

3

4

2.public

4.canal 

3.residential

\Site Analysis - Points of Interest

towards
underground
station

5.car park 6. Playground5

6

6

6

7

7. cycling

8. football

west
garden

north 
garden

south 
garden

east 
garden

invention

disposition

elocution

Each part of the building is as-
sociated with a rhetoric of mem-
ory which is in turned linked to 
a part of the brain. By going 
through the the building dai-
ly, one’s brain would be stimu-
lated accordingly in a manner 
that could aid with memory re-
tention. This would include the 
principles of the rhetorics ex-
pressed through the materials 
of the architecture, as wella s 
the activities taking place within 
the space.

The buidling would also be di-
vided by four main gardens 
which bring the connection of 
nature directly into the built en-
vironment.

The paths around the building 
are inspired by Neil McLaugh-
lin’s Alzheimer’s respite center, 
using a centrifugal form of de-
sign. The square external paths 
provide a semi fluid barrier to 
keep the users from wandering 
too far off, but at the same time 
multiple paths within the build-
ing allow for wandering along 
paths that loop back on them-
selves.

\Design Process - Layout

delivery

memory

1

2

3

5

4
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1. Invention - The Workshops

\Design Process - Transforming the rhetorics into a form of architecture

ARTS AND CRAFTS

invention
Rhetoric definition
The process of developing and refining your arguments

architectural intepretation
The invention and processing of thoughts materialised in 
the creative processes of arts and crafts
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invention

1 2 3

In order to transform the rhetorics into architecture, I used previ-
ously explored forms as these were derived from incorporating De 
Chirico’s philosophies and would enrich the design of the spaces. 
Invention is the art of creating and stimulates the frontal lobe. This 
would thus serve as a workshop area where the users can paint 
and make models. Using the form of the mannequin attaching itself 
to the architecture (1) I began to explore how this could become 
a space realised from fragments, as if they were the fragments of 

one’s creativity coming together.

Building on from the design of the monument

\Design Concept
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1

2

The platform allows the people 
to attach their mannequins to a 
rig system. Whilst the model is 
suspended, they may progres-
sively add fragments to build up 
their sculpture. The rig system 
allows the makers to move the 
sculpted mannequin vertically 
and horizontally across the plat-
form so it can be easily viewed 
from all angles.

The artist studios are situated just below the platform 
structure. It is made out of timber, whose hull shape 
was inspired from the curves of the mannequin. Per-
haps this is what the mannequin would look like if it 
were inhabited on the inside with the rib-like structure 
mimicking an actual rib system.

The studio space caters for traditional art, with large 
window openings allowing for sn ample amount of nat-
ural light to fill up the room. Art as a form of creativity 
helps stimulate the frontal lobe of the brain.

1

2

the platform

the studio

1

2

1 Painted Plaster 20mm

2 Vertical Steel beamThe head of the mannequin can be  
pre-frabricated offsite and assem-
bled during the construction of the 
building. It measures at 9500mm 
high but its lightweight structure 
means in can easily be supported 
by a steel beam connection

3 Horizontal Steel beam

3

4

4

GLULAM timber

5

6

5

6

Steel Connector

25mm stud
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2. Disposition - The Living Areas

\Design Process - Transforming the rhetorics into a form of architecture

ORDER, COLOURS AND TEXTURES

disposition

2. RHETORIC DEFINITION
The process of arranging and organizing your arguments 
for maximum impact.

2. ARCHITECTURAL INTEPRETATION
The arrangement of color, texture and thoughts
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The concept of disposition is based on arrangement. The arrangement 
will be useful for making it easier for those with memory loss to navigate 
the building without getting lost. The architectural concept is developed by 
placing a grid over the mannequin. Using the mannequin as a center piece 
sculpture, the grid the spreads out from the core. The core will act as a 
hub and allow ease of navigation around .

developing from the monument

1 2 3

The grid not only acts  arhitecturally as a structure for the building, it also 
serves to leave the impression of strructure and order for the users.

The initial design was  inspired by House II by 
Peter Eisenmann, whose grid structure aimed to 
replicate the feeling of nature into the built  evnvi-
ronement. 
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1
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the living/
dining room

the carer’s room

the bedrooms

courtyard garden

COLOUR CODED ACCESS

Yellow conveys the feeling of happiness and 
community. It is an inviting colour.

Pink is affectionate. This is the room for on site 
carers.

Blue is calm. This is an ideal colour of choice for 
the bedrooms.

A central courtyard garden is visible from all 
points. The connection to nature is very impor-
tant for rhabilitation

1

2

inention

disposition
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3. Elocution - Contemplative Space

\Design Process - Transforming the rhetorics into a form of architecture

LIVING IN FICTION

elocution

3. RHETORIC DEFINITION
The process of determining how you present your argu-
ments

3. ARCHITECTURAL INTEPRETATION 
A space for contemplation. Thinking how one can present 
their argument requires a space that allows for reaching 
into one’s inner thoughts. People with memory loss re-
quire quiet moments for thinking to refresh their memory.
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1

2

3

The core idea of this space was to play around with the 
an architectural style that was quite distinct from the pre-
vious spaces and that begins to incorporate elements of 
the surreal De Chiricean environments as they begin to 
merge into the architecture.

The users are involved in a game of chess, being mon-
itored by the mannequin that is now embedded into the 
fabric of the architecture.

The user then moves into a quieter space, as they begin 
to collect their thoughts.

This transitions into the contemplation space, where they 
can be taken into a world of fiction by living in a moment 
of surrealism.

3. Elocution - Contemplative Space

LIVING IN FICTION

1

2

3
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1

2

3

inention

disposition

elocution
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4. Memory - The Archives

STORING MEMORY IN OBJECTSmemory

4. rhetoric definition
The process of learning and memorizing your speech so 
you can deliver it without the use of notes

4. architectural intepretation
A space for exhibiting the workshop objects and storing 
objects that have great value to the user in terms of incit-
ing memory. 

1

2

3

1

The structure of the archives is 
such that the whole building it-
self is embedded memory in 
physical form. The square fram-
ing that makes up the facade 
doubles as as openings for light 
as well as storage for objects

the storage facade

The archives are directly linked 
to the workshops and this is via 
the hanging display. This line 
moves the objects created in 
the workshops and holds them 
up across so they are constant-
ly in view along the site.

the hanging display2

The exhibition area serves to 
hold larger sculptures that the 
visitors to the site can interact 
with.

the exhibition3
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The archives not only act as a colllection of mem-
ories, they also serve as an exhibition of the ob-
jects that store memory within them. By depositing 
your memory in an object and storing it in a spe-
cific place, that place becomes a memory bank of 
sorts, as the space helps rekindle lost memories 
over time.
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1

The structure of the archives is 
such that the whole building it-
self is embedded memory in 
physical form. The square fram-
ing that makes up the facade 
doubles as as openings for light 
as well as storage for objects.

The facade features a series of 
memory boxes that can store 
objects from the user. Relatives 
of those with memory loss may 
bring objects that rekindle a part 
of their past, as nostalgia has 
the ability to re-jig fragmented 
memories.

the storage facade

1
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disposition

invention

elocution

memory
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5. Delivery - Community Hall

COMMUNITY IS KEY

delivery

rhetoric definition
The process of practicing how you deliver your speech 
using gestures, pronunciation, and tone.

architectural intepretation
A place of gathering, where the people can come togeth-
er to play games and have discussions with each other
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The hanging mannequins

Community lounge

Play Room

Counselling Office

Cafe Kitchen

Mannequin stairwell

Ground Floor Cafe

Upper Floor Cafe

Exhibition Pavilion

Main Footpath

For the community area, the theme is all about bringing a community together and 
integration. I wanted to reflect this in the design by showing how the mannequins 
become more integrated with the structure. The ground floor has a prominent stair 
case - a huge tesselated structure that mimics the triangular forms of the manne-
quins, with parts of it sticking out. This leads all the way up to the roof, which is now 
occupied by hanging mannequins. The evolution of this concept can be seen on the 
right, which shows the rest of the spaces are occupied.
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The creation of memory
workshop

living area

contemplattion 
space

archives/
EXHIBITION

c o m m u n i ty 
hall

The arrangement of memory

The style of memory

The storage of memory

The expression of memory

INVENTION

DISPOSITION

ELOCUTION

MEMORY

DELIVERY
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North Garden

Workshop Studio A

Workshop Studio B

Workshop Upper Deck

Central Garden

Dining Room

Carer’s Room

Patient’s Room

Courtyard

Living Room

Contemplation Space

South Garden

Fountain Area

Archives

Exhibition Pavilion

Exterior Cafe Sitting

Community Hall Main Space

Kitchen

Counselling Office

Community Room

Canal Boats

East Garden

KEY

N 1:200 @ A1
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Section A-A’ 1:200 @A2

Section B-B’ 1:200 @A2
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